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Morality- Morality can be defined as individual or personal conscious which live within the 

individual mind. 

 Principles concerning the distinction b/w right and wrong or good and bad behavior. 

 A particular system of values and principles of conduct. 

 The extent to which an action is right or wrong. 

 To be moral is very important because it causes us to be have important because us to be 

have self discipline and self responsibility. 

Ethics- “Morality of a particular group can be defined as ethics”. In a group many people with 

similar morality has taken part which constitute collective morality. This is referred as Ethics. 

Ex- Medical ethics, Technical ethics 

 Moral principal that govern a person’s behavior or the conducting of an activity. 

 It is to be noted to that ethnicity is different from ethics as it reflects traditions.  

Ex- Ethnic wear- In India (Women Saree) 

Value- It is macro concept which can be define a preferred way to during something when many 

ethical group come together because of similarity in their culture, language, life style, and 

tradition then collectively their ethics is called value. 

Ex- Indian value,  European Value,  Western value. 

 Arrange marriage Vs love marriage and quantity Vs quality etc all due to different 

values. 

 Value denotes the degree of importance of something or action, with the aim of 

determining what actors are best to do or what is best to live. 

 Morality if generalized is called ethics,  

Ethics if personalized is called as morality. 

 It is not necessary that one ethically and morally correct act is legally correct or vice 

versa. 
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Integrity- Integrity is the qualifications of being honest and having strong moral principles, 

moral up rightness. 

 It may be defined as the extent to which one is not compromising with his honesty 

and professional character. 

 It is not a constant or static concept because a person due to compulsive situation 

may deviate from professional ethics temporarily to save himself of his family, it 

is not wrong, if it is informed to the department latter on. 

Probity- It can be defined up rightness or applier or situational ethics, in other words what is 

correct in a particular situation may not be correct in another situation. 

Perseverance- It can be defined as “Metal toughness” or consistency while working on the path 

of duty despite money challenges and the person other than running away from the challenges. 

Ex- Hard area posting on Pak Border or Deputation in war torn counting like Iran, Iraq 

etc. 

Equality & Equity-  

 Like should be treated   ALIKE (equally) ALIKE (unequally) should not be 

treated like in alike circumstances. 

 Equality can be defined as “equal treatment given to all”. It is an objective 

concept which does not include other parameters. 

 Equality is a subjective & Border concept which can be defined as the process in 

which the unequals are made equal. 

  Prominently Act-14 of constitution say that like should be treated alike and alike 

should not be treated like in alike circumstances. It means equality is subset of 

equity. 

                Aptitude and Attitude- 

 

Skill/talent/Art fullness      

 

 

Aptitude- Aptitude can be defined as skill fullness or Talent or Art fullness, It is based upon 

person’s IQ which given creativity, Novelty, and Initiative power, Aptitude is very important to 

have sharpness in our work & performance, that’s way IQ development is very important, 

Theoretically, IQ develops till age 7 and after that experience is count, This aptitude can be test 

through some of the performance test like CAT, PABT, GATE etc. 

Nature, Character, Life style, Point of 

view opinion, perception. 

Creativity, Initiative, Novelty 
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